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Abstract: Error detection and correction plays a very important role in data communication. Various codes such
as convolutional and block codes are available for the purpose of error detection and correction. Among the
block codes Reed-Solomon code provides several advantages. Reed-Solomon codes are powerful
error-correcting codes that finds wide applications in many fields. The soft-decision decoding of Reed-Solomon
codes provides reliable information from the channel into the decoding process. Many soft-decision decoding
algorithms are available. Among them the Koetter-Vardy algorithm is used in this paper. The gain of
soft-decision decoding algorithm is several db greater than hard-decision decoders. The algorithm consists of
three parts namely a soft decision front end, an interpolation processor, and a factorization step. Among the
three the interpolation step is little complicated. This paper provides a parallel architecture for the VLSI
implementation of the interpolation processor.
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INTRODUCTION
To meet the demands of today's continually evolving
communication systems, digital communication finds a
wide application in many fields such as base-band
processing, digital IF processing etc. An important
function of any modern digital communications system is
error control coding. Such coding in the field of
communication deals with techniques for detecting and
correcting errors in a signal. Though used in a variety of
systems, error control coding is especially useful in
wireless communication system. Such systems typically
operate with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and suffer
from distortion because of a multipath channel. The harsh
wireless environment means that the received signal is
prone to errors.
Typical communication systems use several codes
that are suited to correcting different types of errors.
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are the most powerful in the
family of linear block codes and are arguably the most
widely used type of error control codes. The fundamental
concept of error control coding is the addition of
redundancy to a signal at the transmitter and the
exploitation of that redundancy at the receiver to detect
and/or correct errors. The inclusion of redundancy in the

Interpolation

transmitted signal results in a coding signal consisting of
more bits than the original uncoded signal. The trade-off
for this overhead is the ability to detect, and possibly
correct errors at the receiver. The performance
improvement that occurs when using error control coding
is often measured in terms of coding gain [1].
Reed-solomon Code: Reed-Solomon are block-based
error correcting codes that can be found in many
digital communication standards. It finds a wide range
of applications in many areas such as storage devices,
wireless
or
mobile
communications,
satellite
communications, digital television, high speed modems.
The Reed-Solomon encoder takes a block of digital
data and adds extra "redundant" bits. Errors occur during
transmission or storage for a number of reasons such
as noise or interference, scratches on a CD. The
Reed-Solomon decoder processes each block and
attempts to correct errors and recover the data. The
number and type of errors that can be corrected depends
on the characteristics of the Reed-Solomon code.
Properties of Reed-solomon Codes: The Reed-Solomon
code is specified as RS(n,k) with s-bit symbols.
This means that the encoder takes k data symbols of
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C = (sf(a1),f(a2),……..,f(an))

(2)

usually n = q-1 and there are q-1 non zero evaluation
elements of GF(q).
Interpolation Based Soft-decision Decoding: The code
word is transmitted over a noisy channel and the
corrupted word is received. The soft-decision
Koetter-Vardy decoding algorithm is a style of decoder
called list decoder. The list decoding task is to find a set
of code words that disagree with the received word 'y' in
at most places [3]. The decoding process is done through
some sort of interpolation. Soft-decision decoding
involves weighted interpolation, where the weights are
derived from the soft reliability information.

Fig. 1: A typical communication system

Fig. 2: A typical Reed-Solomon code word

Koetter-vardy Algorithm: The soft information is received
in the form of a q x n reliability matrix. The steps of the
interpolation-based Koetter-Vardy algorithm are as
follows
Soft-decision front end: Using the soft reliability
information, derive positive integer weights for each
points. The KV algorithm computes weights proportional
to the soft information [4, 5]. These weights are stored in
a multiplicity matrix.

s - bits each and adds parity symbols to make an n
symbol codeword. There are n-k parity symbols of s bits
each. A Reed-Solomon decoder can correct up to t
symbols that contain errors in a codeword, where 2t=n-k
[2].
A popular Reed-Solomon code is RS (255, 223) with
8-bit symbols. Each codeword contains 255 code word
bytes, of which 223 bytes are data and 32 bytes are parity.
For this code:

Interpolation: Find the bivariate interpolation polynomial
P(x,y) of minimal (1,k-1) that passes through all the points
with prescribed multiplicities.

n = 255, k = 223, s = 8
2t = 32, t = 16
The decoder can correct any 16 symbol errors in the
code word. In other words errors in up to 16 bytes
anywhere in the codeword can be automatically corrected.
The amount of processing "power" required to encode
and decode Reed-Solomon codes is related to the number
of parity symbols per code word.
Soft-Decision Decoding of Reed-solomon Codes: A
Reed-Solomon code RS(n,k) encodes k message symbols
drawn from a finite field with q elements, GF(q), into a
code word of n<=q message symbols also drawn from
GF(q). The encoder is an evaluation map of a message
polynomial
f(x) = f0+f1x+f2x2+………+fk-1xk-1

(1)

where the coefficients fi are the k message symbols.
If the message polynomial f(x) and n distinct values
{a1, a2, a3,……….. an} are given then the Reed-Solomon
code word is

Factorization: Find all the factors of P(x,y) of the form
y-f(x) with deg f(x)<k. The output of the algorithm is the
list of code words that corresponds to these factors.
If we find more than one possible code word, the soft
reliability information about y can be used to select from
the list. Of the three main components of the algorithm,
the most computationally expensive one is the bivariate
interpolation step [6]. Motivated by a VLSI
implementation view point, we propose a improvement to
the interpolation algorithm that uses a transformation of
the received word to reduce the number of iterations.
Architecture for Interpolation: Efficient interpolation is
done using an algorithmic transformation known as
reencoding [6, 7]. The reencoding reduces the number of
interpolation points. The idea of reencoding is to
transform the interpolation problem into one that is easier
to solve. The code word C is transmitted through a noisy
channel. The hard-decision vector r is extracted from the
reliability matrix, where r = c+e, where e is an error vector.
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The first step in reencoding is to partition the
received symbol in r into two sets, U(unreliable) and
R(reliable). The set R consists of the k most reliable
symbols, where the reliability information can be derived
from the multiplicity matrix. Now systematically encode
the symbols in R so that they appear in the reencoded
code word in the same position that they appeared in r.
Now the difference between r and the reencoded code
word gives a code word that is corrupted by the same
error pattern as in r. However the k symbols of the
difference are zero. The zero symbols corresponds to k
interpolation points with zero y-component.
Algorithm1: Interpolation algorithm to find a polynomial
p(x,y) with minimal (1,wy) weighted degree and maximum
y-degree dy .
Input:A set of triples {(xj,yj,mj)}
Init:
G {g0(x,y)=y0,g1(x,y)=y1…,gdy(x,y)=ydy}
D {d0=0,d1=wy,d2=2wy,……ddy=dywy}
for each point (xj,yj) with multiplicity mj>0 do
for µ 0 to mj-1do
for v 0 to mj-1-µ do
O = {i:gi[u,v](xj,yj) 0}
d = argmini e O {dj}
for i=0,……..,dy do
if i
then
gi(x,y) g [µ,v](xj,yj).gi(x,y)-gi[µ,v](xj,yj).g (x,y)
end if
end for
g (x,y) (x-xj) g (x,y)
d
d +1
end for
end for
end for
= arg min {di},I = 0,………,dy
Output: p(x,y) = g (x,y)
VLSI Architecture for Interpolation: The bivariate
interpolation step is the most computationally demanding
step in the Koetter-Vardy algorithm.
Computation in the Interpolation Algorithm: The cost C
of interpolation is the number of iterations of the
algorithm given above. The upper bound on the y-degree
of the polynomial produced by the algorithm is


sc 
1 + 1 +

k −1  −1
dy = 
2







(3)

and the upper bound on the x-degree is
 C

dy
dx = 
+ (k − 1 )
 d y + 1 2


(4)

where C represents the cost of the interpolation before
reencoding. The interpolation algorithm updates a set of
polynomials which we refer to as the scratch polynomial.
Only one of the scratch polynomial with minimum
weighted degree will be chosen as the ultimate answer.
There are five computational tasks in a given iteration of
the interpolation algorithm.
HASSE Derivative: The Hasse derivative for the (dy+1)
scratch polynomials is given as

(5)

MIN: The minimum weighted degree for the set of all
scratch polynomials with non-zero Hasse derivative is
calculated.
ROWOP: The scratch polynomials are updated except for
the one with minimum weighted degree.
ZERO: A zero is added to the scratch polynomial with the
minimum weighted degree.
DEG: The weighted degree of the scratch polynomial is
incremented.
The ROWOP, ZERO, HASSE are generally
polynomial operations and they are expensive to
implement due to the length of bivariate polynomials. MIN
and DEG operates on small set of integers and are straight
forward to implement. Parallel operations can even speed
up the polynomial operations.
Polynomial Representation: Polynomial representation is
suitable for parallel computation. Here every possible term
is represented whether or not its coefficients is zero. The
polynomial addition is done point wise by adding like
terms. A parallel representation becomes feasible when
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using the reduced polynomials that results from the
reencoding and change of variable techniques.
Monomial ordering is another type of polynomial
representation in which the polynomials are stored in a
weighted degree lexicographic order. Therefore we are free
to choose any ordering that is convenient for our
architecture. Monomials of like y-degree are grouped
together [1, 6].
The bivariate polynomial gi(x,y) can be represented as
a univariate polynomial in y, where the coefficients of the
powers of y are univariate polynomials in x.
gi (x, y) =

dy

∑ wiv (x)yv ,0 ≤ i ≤ d y

wav (f ) =

(6)

v= 0

The univariate polynomial can be represented as
wiv (x)=

Lv

∑ wi,uv xu .

(7)

u=0

Length of each univariate polynomial is
Lv = ( d x − mk + 1 + v )

(8)

And the total length of bivariate polynomial is
L=

∑ Lv

(9)

The set of scratch polynomials G can be written in a
matrix representation as
W = {W0,W1,……….Wdy}

(10)

All polynomial computation in the interpolation
algorithm reduces to combinations of a simple set of basic
operations on the rows of each matrix.
Addition of Two Polynomials:
 v
 v  v
wav (x) + wbv (x):wa ← wa + wb .

(11)

Multiplication of a polynomial by x
 v
v
v
v
xwax (x):wa ← ( 0, wa,
0 ,wa,1 ,wa,L − 2 ).

(12)

Multiplication of a polynomial by a scalar
 v
v
v
v
xwa? (x):wa ←( 0, wa,
0 ,wa,1 ,.......,wa,L − 2 ).

Evaluation of a polynomial

(13)

v u
f .
∑ wa,u

(14)

Parallel Architecture for the Polynomial Updates:
The entries of the matrix can be represented by a
dependence graph (DG). The dependence graph for the
ROWOP operation consists of polynomial addition and
scalar multiplication. The polynomial parallel architecture
for the polynomial operations is shown below
A linear array of (dy+1) processing elements(PEs)
updates the (dy+1) scratch polynomials in parallel. The
polynomials can be stored in SRAM arrays and the
operations are done serially, term by term. The length of
the polynomial is much larger than the maximum y degree.
Therefore the degree of parallelism is high giving a large
speed-up factor. The L PEs are subdivided into (dy+1)
independent arrays. The resulting architecture for
ROWOP and ZERO are shown below.
Both the operations can be executed in a single clock
cycle, assuming that the scalar variables are available [8].
The critical path is the delay of one Galois field multiplier
and one Galois field adder.
Differential interpolation is an interpolation schedule
[4] that increases the multiplicities of individual points to
improve the decoding performance. Some of the Hasse
derivatives might be satisfied in previous stage of
decoding [9]. To satisfy additional constraints in a
subsequent stage another algorithm can be used to bring
a point from arbitrary multiplicity S to multiplicity S+1. The
algorithm is shown below. Alg
Interconnection Network: The overall architecture for the
parallel bivariate polynomial processor is shown below.
To evaluate a Hasse derivative the XPROCs each
execute a polynomial evaluation, the results of which are
sent to a top-level processor, YPROCs which contain a
YHASSE module, circuits for calculating MIN and DEG,
and a control unit. Once a HASSE derivative of a bivariate
polynomial has been found, it is broadcast to each of the
XPROCs simultaneously for use in the ROWOP operation.
For efficient VLSI implementations, it is desirable to
limit interconnect to local connections between PEs to
reduce area and delay and to promote a regular layout.
Implementation of an Interpolation Array Processor: An
array architecture for a RS (255,239) code with a maximum
multiplicity of m=4 will be implemented. The design scales
by changing the number of XPROCs and the number of
PEs in the XPROCs.
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Galois Field Arithmetic: Galois field arithmetic has a
nice property that addition involves no carriers: the bits
in the representation of the field elements are added
point wise [9]. For this implementation we use a
composite representation of GF(256) that considers an
element of GF(2) as two elements of GF(2). Here addition
is done with XOR gates also there exists a very efficient
multiplier. A GFADD can be implemented with eight XOR
gates and has a critical path of one XOR delay. The
GFMULT can be implemented with 48 AND gates and 64
XOR gates. The delay is five XOR delays and one AND
delays [10].
Fig. 3: The
polynomial-parallel
polynomial operations.

architecture

for

Top-level Architecture: The top-level architecture
consisting of a YPROC, an input buffer and an output
buffer is shown below
Data is provided to the processor through 11-bit
instructions stored in the input buffer consisting of a 3-bit
opcode and an 8-bit data [11-17].
FPGA Implementation: In order to prove the architectural
concept, the array processor will be implemented on the
FPGA prototyping system.

Fig. 4: Monomial parallel architecture for the ROWOP
operation.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 5: Monomial parallel architecture for the ZERO
operation.

A VLSI architecture is proposed for the
implementation of the interpolation step of the
Koetter-Vardy algorithm. A parallel array processor
architecture proposed is supposed to speed up the
interpolation process. The resulting architecture will be
well suited for VLSI layout. The array processor will be
implemented in FPGA [18-21]. Because of the redecoding,
the soft-decision decoder is used for the most unreliable
frames which requires least number of cycles to decode.
The average throughput of the interpolation processor
will be greater.
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